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 MERTZON, Texas — In case you were too busy with the holidays to notice, or were preparing to 
start feeding and overlooked the matter, you will be glad to know that the Golden Eagle Season in 32 Texas 
counties began Dec. 15 and will run through June 15. 
 The six-month season was granted by Secretary of Interior Udall and should give all ranchers in 
these counties plenty of time to get eagle hunting out of their systems. 
 Included in the permit to hunt golden eagles is a list of regulations which ranchers (who, according 
to the Department of Interior, are the principal devotees of eagle hunting) had better study before they rush 
forth on the hunt. 
 First of all, hunting eagles from an airplane is in the same category as praying in the public 
schools: it is against the law of the land. So if you have bought a handsome little red-and-yellow plane of 
this year’s hunt, you’d better swap if off for a jeep or a power wagon. The regulations state clearly that no 
hunting from aircraft is permissible. And considering how much stir has been made about this, you can 
safely assume Mr. Udall means every type of airborne device from a box kite to the dirigible owned by a 
national tire concern. 
 The next point to consider is the guest list for the proposed hunt. It should be carefully checked, 
because no one is allowed to hunt golden eagles except the owner of the flock and his agents. And again it is 
doubtful if the Secretary plans for you to make exceptions just because no one is allowed to hunt golden 
eagles except the owner of the flock and his agents. And again it is doubtful if the Secretary plans for you to 
make exceptions just because your wife’s brother hasn’t missed chousing golden eagles on your outfit for 25 
years. 
 Then there’s the trophy itself. To explain this fully, a hypothetical situation must be used: 
 Let us suppose Rancher X spots an eagle hovering suspiciously close to a herd of ewes during 
lambing time. The eagle is unaware of the rancher’s presence, for there is a matter of a thousand yards 
between them. The sky is overcast, the rancher is downwind, and is not only clad in a camouflage suit to 
blend with the greasewood, but has rubbed his body with damp cow dung to conceal the tell-tale odor of a 
sheepman. 
 Inasmuch as the rancher is armed with a rifle with which Grandma Moses could shoot all the pins 
out of her pincushion at five hundred yards, all is in order for a perfectly fair and legal kill. 
 The rancher, after taking a proper rest, squeezes off a round. What was once a cherished sight for 
thousands of calendar artists in snow scattered over about a dozen square feet of land. 
 Now begins the most important part of the lesson. 
 The rancher does not rush down and seize the eagle’s feathers or feet and then hasten to town to 
show his friends that he is a helluva good shot. Nor, if he knows what’s good for him, does he try to sell the 
feathers to the Indians in Arizona or the bird’s innards to a witch doctor in Mexico. For the regulations state 
that golden eagles, “Or any parts thereof, may not be possessed, purchased, sold, traded, bartered, or offered 
for sale or barter.” 
 So there stands Rancher X, alone on the prairie, knowing full well that no man except Secretary 
Udall himself will believe he ever got close enough to an eagle to shoot him from the ground. 
 This takes care of the restrictions, except that use of poison is also forbidden. 
 As lambing and kidding times grow closer, there will be a few of us who resent these restrictions. 
But when you weigh the advantages of ranching at, say, Marfa in comparison to what it must be like in the 
Congo, then West Texas doesn’t seem too bad at all. 
 And when you reflect on how kind the Indian Agency under the Department of Interior has been to 
the half-million Indians left on the reservations, it may be well to see what Secretary Udall can do to 
improve this dry old country. There is no argument that some things could stand a little improvement out 
here. 
 In concluding this week’s lesson, I should apologize for having occasionally omitted the word 
“golden” in referring to the eagle that kills lamb and kid goats. My only excuse is that I was brought up  in 
age when nobody knew there were any except “blankety-blank” eagles. There wasn't a man in the county 
who had ever see one, even in a zoo, to which he felt like giving any other name. 


